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NIBIRU SOLAR SYSTEM AFFECTING EARTH AND VENUS 
 

he biggest clues here are the two suns and the cross on the side of the huge planet.   
When creating a sun crop circle – they always appear with the brightness displayed  
in this manner – and there are four of them here. The second huge clue is the Cross  
(of Hendaye, the Templar cross) on the side of the huge planet straddling the road.  

There are four smaller planets with atmospheres, one with a tectonic ‘crust’ showing.  
The other is Venus.  
The top illustration was screen photographed  from Facebook and the top comment is most  
certainly not mine – there is nothing “humorous” about this crop circle warning whatsoever! 

 

 
Expanded illustration follows 
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This illustration shows the same event at two different stages – see the cross on the side of the big one? 
 
In front of the red dwarf sun which is on the lower side of the road  is what could be our moon –  
being separated. A tiny black dot. 
The two separate events seem to show  ‘before’ and ‘after’, since the top side of the road  
shows Venus still has her thick atmosphere and Earth still has her airy atmosphere. 
Earth is in the bottom ‘after’ shot with parts of her tectonic plates being pulled towards the huge planet. 
The cross of Hendaye is on the side of the large planet and could even be saying the PLANET OF CROSSING 
One of these is Uriah  named by the texts/Uri’  named by the Russians  the iron planet,  and one is Saran named by Da Vinci. 
The extra density of Earth’s atmosphere has been described in Genesis 1:6-8, also by Enki in the Lost Tablets           
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and by da Vinci: – 

 

“The water fallen from the clouds will so change its nature as to remain for a long space of time  

upon the slopes of the mountains without making any movement.            
                                                                (Glaciers? Or heavy clouds suspended)  
And this will happen in many and divers regions:- 

The snow that falls in flakes which is water.   

“A great part of the sea  will fly towards the sky, and for a long time it will not return:- 
That is - in clouds”.       
 

“You will see plants continuing without leaves,  (SUNLESS) and rivers standing still in their courses. 
                                                                                  THE EARTH STANDS STILL – ONE SIDE IS DAY AND ONE IS NIGHT 
 

PLANTS CONTINUING WITHOUT LEAVES MIGHT MEAN THAT FUTURE GENERATIONS DISCONTINUE 

MINUS THE FEEDING FORCE OF PARENTS AND OTHER SUSTENANCE, TURNING INTO JUST THE RUDIMENTS OF HUMANS 
 

“The water of the sea shall rise above the high summits of the mountains:  
And many creatures of the earth and of the water will mount up among the stars:-  THE ZOO-DIACS 
 

AN ALTERNATE MEANING MIGHT BE THAT ALONG WITH THE WATER BEING FORCED INTO THE SKIES, THE CREATURES  
WITHIN THAT WATER 
 

“And by reason of their boundless pride (HUMANS)  they shall wish to rise towards heaven, but the 

excessive weight of their limbs shall hold them down.  

There shall be nothing remaining on the earth or under  the earth or in the waters that shall not be 

pursued and molested or destroyed, and that which is in one country taken away to another;  
 

TAKEN AWAY TO THE “PIGSTY IN THE SKY” SAID NOSTRADAMUS            In  the   CRONO  VISOR  forum 
 

„Those living below will trust him: 
THERE ARE TWO WAYS TO TAKE THIS, ONE OF THEM IS THE FALSE RAPTURE: 
1) They will trust their president to look out for them when he says it is safe to go to the bunkers (living below) 
2) They trust in those who say they are from Sirius (Ysus) to ‘catch them up’  
3) (Revelation  4: 1-2. Read Jesus as Ysus) 

 

  
The Fifth Seal in Sharp Focus: How Long, O Lord... ? (Revelation 6 

 books.google.com.au                          Michael E. Pfeil -  2010 - 256 pages 

Looking at the Greek words for “come up” and “caught up” will show that John's being called up to heaven cannot be an image of the rapture.  

The word for “come up” in Revelation 4:1 is anaba (from anabainō) which means: to rise up from the the depths to a height… 
 

http://books.google.com.au/books?id=rC47zFb2Qz4C&pg=PA192&lpg=PA192&dq=to+be+caught+up+REVELATION&source=bl&ots=MLxzd0BGrF&sig=N4Do2CuQILIhTFOD-dbZwt04cXI&hl=en
http://www.google.com.au/search?hl=en&sa=G&tbm=bks&tbm=bks&q=inauthor:%22Michael+E.+Pfeil%22&ei=shh2UIP2MsetiAfctIDwCQ&ved=0CBwQ9Ag
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“OF THE SHADOW CAST BY THE SUN (OF NIBIRU) AND OF THE REFLECTION IN THE WATER SEEN  

AT ONE AND THE SAME TIME”... 

“Many times one man shall be seen to change into three and all shall proceed together, and often 
the one that is most real abandons him.                                                       SHAPE SHIFTERS & CLONES 

 

THE SHADOW IS CAUSED BY NIBIRU AS IS THE REFLECTION.  

“The sea water will raise over the high peaks of mountains towards the sky and will fall over the    

  people’s homes.  

OF THE WATER WHICH FLOWS IN A TURBID STREAM MINGLED WITH EARTH, AND OF DUST AND 

MIST MINGLING WITH THE AIR, AND OF THE FIRE WHICH MINGLES ITS HEAT WITH EACH 

“All the elements shall be seen confounded together, surging in huge rolling mass, now towards the  

centre of the earth, now towards the sky,                                                                         THIS IS THE POLES SHIFT 

at one time coursing in fury from the southern regions towards the icy north, at another time from 
the east to the west, and so again from this hemisphere to the other. 

 

 THE GREAT PALL, VOLCANIC ACTIVITY, CHEMICALS MIXED WITH AIR 
 

OF THE MOVEMENT OP THE WATERS WHICH CARRY LOGS THAT ARE DEAD                        (RODS) 

Bodies without life will move of themselves and will carry with them innumerable generations of 

the dead, plundering the possessions of the living inhabitants.  
 

THE RADIOACTIVE DEAD WILL PLUNDER THE LIVING 
 

Also from da Vinci 
OF THE THURIFER WITH  INCENSE (this speaks of Thurisaz, the sky rune for Cepheus, the Seraphim) 

“Some shall go about in white vestments with arrogant gestures threatening others  
with metal and fire, which yet have never before  done  them  any  harm.  
BIG PHARMA where ‘Thurifer’ could  be a pun on THIMEROSAL (thiamersal) an organomercury compound in vaccines 
WHITE VESTMENTS – a laboratory coat (or “seraphic garb”) 
A thurifer is a cleric (priest/druid/paladin) who swings a thurible.  
A thurible is a round metal crucible which emits smoke --   a censer.    
Except for da Vinci,  and Nostradamus, no-one ever thought that "clouds" could be used as weapons –  
until the advent of chemical WARFARE, H.A.A.R.P and CHEMTRAILS  

 1562 
vefue  Latin is  
VESUE   Latin Ves vis, vis  N  F   [XXXAX]   
strength (sg. only, not ACC), force, power, might, violence 

also appeared in Centuries Eleven, Andromeda Council Boots... 
Eagle Chased Off... Hidden in Plain Sight, Shars of Nibiru... 
What the Pyramids Are For.     Yet I still missed the 1562 ditrochee 

10 39  1. Premier fils vefue malheureux mariage 
MERE (greys) HUMERUS [Elbow/Marfik] A [Cass] LARGE FELIX(Dahl) IS 
UP; EVER  AIM "Elbow" was Marfik of Hercules (Hero Greys) 
Dahls – the "Nordic",  one of 29 ‘Nordics’ and one of the 
Elohim Alliances  REEM, [Monoceros] ARM (Cepheus 
Seraphim) UP;  AIM LIFE VEXER HAS  HUGE FAILURES, 
GREER:  U Uranite  HIVE  MERE (greys) UP,  MAXIMISE FEARFUL  
LA    see 11 #42 pg 17 
(the La sinkhole?) Steven Greer only knows/speaks about the 
Greys who are the ones which feed off fear 
2. Sans nuls enfans deux .  Ifles en difcord 
(Steven Greer) FIXES NONSENSICAL FUND DREADFULNESS 
(Black Ops… Blackwater… Monsanto and Non Disclosure) 

10 39  1. Premier fils vefve malheureux mariage 

MI PREMIERE PURE VULVAE Andr. Cncl HEALER GURU FIVEElohim  
EXILE  PUERILE  MARS  VAMPIRE GIRAFFES Anu from Camelopardalis 

HE MIX MERE small HUMfrequencies IS  FEMALE  VEXER 
10 39  2 a). Sans nuls enfans deux. not without two children/moons

 

AS FUND,provide, ANNEX  ANNAL, ANU’S SUNLESS LAND FLUX 
AND U.S. ‘NSANENESS 
10 39  2 b). Ifles en difcord  

planetoids in opposition 

FRIE SCOLD END  R  FIEND.  IS REFINED DENSER  COLD ODD 
FIERCER ICE ‘F’ Alder date   March 18 – April 14   
DECLINES ICON FRIEND FORD time gateFIDDLE CODED SLICED 
FORENSIC  CONFERS  FINDS FENDED  FORCED SIN – IN 
FORCE FIELDS SENDER 
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3. Auant dixhuict incompetant eage, 
EXCEEDING THAT, AIM  AT PUNCTUATION  
(Quite so: eg. where Lan and Lon has none 
IN UPDATING ANATHEMATIC EXECUTION    
(of the texts… understood 
MI EXPECTATION ATEN (asteroid) DUTCH GUIANA  
(the “Vermont towards Chile” asteroid 
4. De l'autre pres plus bas fera l'accord. 
PREFER ADDRESSABLE  CALCULATORS UP –   
(the approachable Dagon/Oannes numerators) 
UR EA FORESTALLED BAD SCRUPLES CRAP 
UR EA, CUP Cassiopeia-holy graal FLARED:  BOARD SPELL CASTERS 

10 39  3. Avant dix huit incompetant age, 

TEACHING  THE  VI  TOXIN  AMPUTATE, TAXING  MIND  DNA 
ADMIT UTOPIAN  CAVEAT.       T Ursa PIG boar C Mabvs VEXATION  
ADEPT VENDETTA HAUNTING  NEGATIVE  PATHETIC HEAP 
             Alcyonese from the Pleiades taken over by the Anakim 
10 39  4. De l'autre pres plus bas fera l'accord. 

SUPERCAPABLE PLEB CADET DEFECT TO RURAL PRODUCTS 
CREATORS ALERT: ABLE DREAD PARKS POLLUTER SURFACES 
DALS DEPLORE, BLASTED CULPABLE SPACE PREDECESSORS 

FALSE  R  FEAR-BASED  PLACELESS  ARAB  SCARFACES  UP 
COLLATE  DATA. SPECTACLES  POSER CLUELESS PROSPECT 
PLUS DAHL’S  DEED REPULSED  PRELUDE ODD FLU BLUFF 

10-39  
Premier fils vefue malheureux marriage, 
Sans nuls enfans deux Ifles en difcorde, 
Auant dixhuict incompetant eage, 
De l'autre pres plus bas fera l'accord. 

 

This spelling and punctuation is taken from Erika 
Cheetham, albeit, the Original quatrains have not 
been faithfully trans-located it seems – by anyone 
see below… the word “vefue” is from the Latin 
Ifles = Is Els Life’s files …flies 

 

First son  forceful  unhappy  relationship                                                      
Without no children two islands in discord,              
Before eighteen incompetent[inept] age,                         
Of the other arrangement will be at the lower ebb                      

OUR SUN &  NIBIRU 
TWO PLANETS IN DISCORD WITH SATELLITES 
BEFORE 2018 THE AGE CHANGES 
BETWEEN 2013 (lower) & (higher ebb) 2018 

 

“Island” always means “planet” – this is the “key” word in this quatrain, the word which  “unlocks”  the true meaning 
sans nuls  double negative: “without no children” – saying “with some (plural) children”-  with some smaller planets 
eage   should be (is) saying étage which means “stage = level-floor-story but in this case “orbit”’ that is - 
incompetent orbit. This implies age in that a year depends on the orbit – as do the “ages” in the bigger picture 
Incompetent age can also be taken to mean that we are all non thinkers     
l'accord. plus bas  The “OTHER ARRANGEMENT” “FURTHER DOWN” is the one quarter roll or lying down of EARTH 
lower ebb   INDICATES MORE THAN ONE THING. IT IS ABOUT “TIDES” THEREFORE TIMING, BUT ALSO INDICATES “FLOW” 
OR  “STATE OF BEING” OR “POSITION”- THIS INCLUDES BEING SUPINE OR BEING IN THE WRONG PLACE   

 

 

If one looks closely at this illustration 

several subtle clues can be seen – there is 

God‟s hand holding a planet with an 

enclosed atmosphere.  The angle of the tilt 

is clear – an  “angry” sun and the moon 

being moved.  The five stars mean 

Cassiopeia, so this may be the “god” 

intended, but the salient point is the 

callipers held by another „god‟. They are 

measuring about one quarter of the 

hemisphere, just over 5,000 Nautical Miles 

ISAIAH 24:20  The earth shall reel to and fro like a drunkard, and shall be removed  like a tent; and its transgression 
shall be heavy upon it; and it shall fall, and not rise again.    

Have you seen the Hopi Prophecy rock? It shows Earth dropping off her orbit and being moved out, ask for the pdf 

 
There were two forums of quatrains titled NIBIRU SOLAR SYSTEM  which  painted a more destructive picture, so I have removed them,  
If you still want those removed forums,  just ask. They were removed because a time line has changed and because of the following : 

http://www.wordreference.com/fren/%c3%a9tage
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3 54 3 Paffant copies par les hautes montaignes                             APOSTROPHES = held within 
PAMPHLETSpdfsPLANET PASSAGE FASCINATION: A Elohim AIM PATCHING MORE PLEASANT PASSES IN FIFTEEN 
LEAP (in Scorpio)IN 'MA' FIFTEEN. Scorpion & the goat-sheep in the golden mean vignette, MA = Oct, &  Scorpio starts Oct 22nd.      

IS OUR AS  Ayse ST.  ENCAPSULATING SMOOTH PULSATING AGAPANTHUSES APPEARANCES IN  OUR COMPARISON 
APOSTROPHES RING    ASSUMING TO PLAINER PLEASANT SAFE APPROACHES TO  IOU...   

o If you were not mind boggled before this, then following the explanation of this line  you should be,  it is in images: 

 
10 97  4 Cupid de voir plaindre au vent la plume.  

READ:  RED PLANET PLAIN ordinary AVENUE passage OVER. NINMAH'S  OATH  “On my oath, the annihilation of Mankind shall never be repeated!” 

PALL  IRELAND: EVENTUAL  CLUE  PROVIDED (later). 
ODDER ERIDANU  V.I.P (the U.N.) UNTRAVELED  PECULIUM (special provision not used for its task) IN APRIL 

 this is telling us that there is or are lines of prediction placed for the elite to read and act upon, but these 

                lines will not come true. UNTRAVELED  PECULIUM  can mean  funds received under false pretence too 
2 53 4 De la grand dame par feincte n'outraigee. 
AGE-RELATED PARAMAGNETIC  CALENDAR  IDEAL  stargate  SEES CAMPAIGN  DRAINED  AMERICAN PADDING luxury IN FOURTEEN 2 53 
4 De la grand dame par feincte n'outraigee. 
NAME A FOREIGN REPEATED MAGNITUDE, [Nibiru] A DEFEATED GROUP ENTERING FOURTEEN.  REPEATED  DAMAGING IN  I  
>where 'I' is Halloween/Scorpio Yew Tree Day (also Yule) or a solstice  DEFEATED UP Anakim ORIGINATE  GERMAN  (Celt-Saxon & Nazis) 
IS  E.D.,  PEDANTIC GARDENER LEAGUE, [Eloim]  GUARDIAN ANGEL   
MEAD-PARCS AGREEING REPAIRED, DEFINED,  REFINED 

>the two differing publications of the quatrains of     
DETAINEE’S  ANALOGUES  analogy (abductees)  NOƒTREDAME, LEONARDO 
INFECTED  ('unhealthy/incorrect') LANGUAGE  PREDICTIONS  PREDICATED 

>PREDICATED stated, or [something] asserted previously about the  
>subject in a sentence or an argument of a proposition. 
>"a word which predicates something about its subject’’ –  
To found or base something on previous information.  
> meaning all those incorrectly ‘decoded’ quatrains of former times,  keep reading… 

PRECEDING long before  GUIDANCE  OF MEAD-PARCS  PATIENCE,   
UNDER  LINES pun DECENT  REPAIR  OF  POET'S  LANGUAGE :  
PREDICTED  FACE Scorpio date event, GREEN ALGAE food & power source,  A.I.,  SUN,   
AGE-RELATED orbit/years- DEFENCE stargates  DEFIANCE, DUPLICATE  SINE  DANGER   
>the sun growing and altering DNA &  the missing 324 years.  PREDICTED  
RING LORD ELEGANCE UP IN FINE (sine?) PECULIAR  DERANGED  GATE.  time gate 

 should need no explanation by now – time gates, looking glass 
IS  UPDATING R EADER  of the quatrains 
>(the E.D./R.O. Andromeda Eloim) REDEFINED  APT  ART,  LARGE  GUIDANCE   
IS [also] REGULATED PAGES  ACNE-RIDDEN 

> the QUARAN book of Other world 'warty' greys 
 [UNDERLINES] FEDERAL  GUIDANCE  REPEATING cloning   

>shadow governing of shadow  ‘government’ (the two veils) 
which has DEPENDENCE IN LARGE GUTTED AIR. chemtrails 
MEAD-PARCS REPAIRED DESIRED DEFECT IN [POET’S] LANGUAGE, IS UPDATING READER OF ELOIM ELEGANCE,   
DEALT  GUARANTEE  IN  PREFACE  (and not in the Epistle which is in many places a smoke screen, such as “tripod”) 

>includes the free energy/Sasar lines hidden within  the original Preface.  
IS EA [Yah] GENERATE GREAT ELEGANCE:   DRAINED UP; CLEARING UP DEAD OCEANS, 
IS  LEADING EDGE PAN CREATURE   AUDIENCE  watch,   AGREE  FRIDGE  PLANET  GEAR  FRIDGE  REPTOID,   
AND EDITING: PREDICT FRIDGE  IN DAN  PECULIAR  TEEN  AGE... 

> ice age in the teens,     2013 – 2020  
FINGERED CARE FREE elite's DAN Scorpio DNA  PLAGUE 
 

YouTube ‘ICE AGE 2015 – 2035’           but in the Epistle the Doctor states 73 years                               https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hbRTGqnEJLw 
 

www.HiddenTextSofNostradamus.com 
hiddentext@live.com.au 
email for asking for old pdfs 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hbRTGqnEJLw
http://www.hiddentextsofnostradamus.com/
mailto:hiddentext@live.com.au

